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ABSTRACT

OPI-JS is a Fortran program for computing unsteady combustion problems in an opposecl-

flow configuration using one-dimensional similarity coordinate. The cocle is an extension of

the steady counterpart, OPPDIF, to transient problems by modifying the formulation to

accommodate gasdynamic compressibility effects. allowing high-accuracy time integration

with adaptive time stepping. Time integration of the differential-algebraic system of equa-

tions is performed by the DASPK software package. while the (Xernkin packages are usecl to

compute chemical reaction rates and thernlodynanlic/transport properties. This document

describes the details of the mathematical formulation and instruction for using the code.

*Present address: Depart ment of Mechanical Engineering. [University of Michigan, 2250 G .[+. Brown
Bldg., 2350 Hayward St., Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2125
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INTRODUCTION

This report documents OPUS ( OPposecl-flow Unsteady Strained flames). a Fort ran program

to compute unsteady ignition or flames established between two opposing nozzles in one-

climensional similarity coordinate.

The opposecl-flow geometry serves as a convenient configuration to st,ucly the effects of

flow straining on the behavior of laminar flames. thereby providing useful fundamental char-

acteristics that represent turbulent combustion in the laminar flamelet regime. By adopting a

similarity coordinate, the mathematical system can be reduced into a set of one-climensional

equations, hence facilitating computational analysis. Furthermore, experimental apparatus

can be easily set u1>, allowing for direct cluantitative comparison between model prediction

and measured data. For these reasons. the opposed-flow flames have been extensively stucliecl

as a canonical system for validating various chemical kinetics and transport models.

As understanding of steady la.minar flames improved for the last clecades, the effects

of’ flow unsteadiness has recently attracted more attention for its relevance in turbulent

combustion, which exhibit a wide spectrum of length and time scales. However. robust

numerical integration of fast transient combustion processes with spatial/tenlporal stiffness

is difficult clue to the associated compressible gas dynamic behavior. From a mathematical

standpoint, the standard opposed-flow formulation with a constant pressure approximation

results in a system of high-index differential-algebraic actuations (DAE’s). such that time

integration with rigorous error and time-step control can be numerically unstable during

periods of rapicl change in the solution [1. 2]. Moreover. for problems with rapicl transients

sLIch as ignition, adaptive time-step control is needed for efficient time-integration without

sacrificing the overall accuracy of the solution.

OPUS is essentially an unsteady modification of the steacly counterpart. OPPDIF [:3].

replacing the steady INewton solver, Twopnt [4]. with solution package for a DAE sys-

tem, DASPK [5], an improved version of DASSL [6]. DASPK incorporate es a variable-order.

variable-step backward-differential ion formula (BDF ) to solve general inciex- 1 DAE’s. thereby

allowing for a robust time integration of stiff transient problems. In acldit ion to this. the

mathematical formulation is also modified to alleviate numerical difficulty associated with

the high-index nature of the DAE system. as will be discussed later.

In the next section, the incompressible flow formulation is first clescribed following the

formulations used in the steady opposed-flow problems. and the numerical difficulty of the

high-index system is discussed. The moclifiecl. compressible formulation is then cleri~ecl by

partially relaxing the boundary layer approximation. Methods for inclex reduction are also

cliscussecl following Ref. [7]. Subsecluently. the instructions for running the cocle are then

described in detail, along with the list of keywords and execution examples.



INCOMPRESSIBLE-FLOW FORMULATION: HIGH-INDEX DAE’S

Figure 1 shows a schematic of’ the system configuration. Two opposing axisymmet ric nozzles

are separated by a dist ante of L.. Fuel and oxidizer are suppliecl at .r = O and .r = L.

respect ivel:-. t herehy forming a cliffusion flame in the vicinit~- of the st agnat ion plane. The

code is also compatible with a premixed flame configuration. provided the product side

boundar:- conditions are also given. A careful choice of’ grid system is required to capture

the unst eacly flame movement. ‘The current version of’ the steacl~. code provides several grid

refinement options as described

\

ater.

x

I

Figure 1: Schematic of the system configuration

The governing equations for the unsteacly oppose~l-flo~r .geonlet, rv follo~vs fo]lolyillg t 11(’

formulation l>J-Kee et al [s] derived for the finite-distance opposing nozzles. In cent rast to the

earlier pot ent ial-flow formulation [9] which has only one parameter. namel:- t IIc st rail] rate.

ancl hence conveniently used in many t heretical st uclies. the present formulation illt rocluces

an extra degree of freedom such that the velocities at both nozzle exit are given and the

strain rate is computecl as a solution.

.ksuming similarity near the centerline. the axial T.elocity. radial I-e]ocity. t elllperature

and species mass fract iom are given as functions of time and the axial coordillat e olll~’:

[/ = U(f. .l’). l’/r = I“(i..r). T = Z’(i..r). l’i- = J’i-(t..l”). (1)
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For a system whose characteristic velocity scale is much smaller than the speecl of sound,

i.e. Ma = Uc/(L<< 1, the pressure, P. can be clecomposed into the thermodynamic (pO)

and hydrodynamic (p) components by an asy-mptotic expansion in ,lla. Furthermore, the

boundary layer approximation leads to dP/d.r = O. such that:

P = plj(f) + p(i, ?’) + o(M(t2). (j)

where p/p. = 0( fVa2 ). LIsing the boundary layer approximation in the axial direction. the

conservation equations become:

●

●

●

●

(3)

Radial momentum:

~~,..

~ ( .)+,11++,+ ,lg +11=0.p~ . . (4)

Species conservation:

(6)

where cl) is the mixture specific heat. A is the thermal conductivity of the mixture. h ~ is

the enthalpy of formation, Viz is the molecular weight of species k, IT- the mixture-averaged

molecular weight, and ~L. is the molar reaction rate as defined in Chemkin [10]. Also.

:j(~)= ;: (’7). .

is the eigenvalue of the system to be solved with other dependent variables. ‘To maintain the

banded structure of the iteration matrix. a trivial equation

is aclclecl.

Other constitutive relations include the ecluation of state

p = Pl~’/RT

and the diffusion velocit~’, 1‘~.,given bj- either the multi component formulation

i

(s)

(9)

(lo)



or the mixture- averagecl formulation

(11)

~rhere Dk.,. Dklll. Djk and D: are the lll~~lticollll>ollellt. binary ancl mixture-averaged and

t IIerlllal-cliffllsioll coefficients. respect i~ely. ancl .X-L.is t he mole fraction of species Lo.

The abol-e system of actuations are sul>ject to bounclary conditions as

./. =0: u = ‘u~(l). 1- = l>(i). T= TF(f). 11-= (ii. )F(f).
(lJ)

.l. zL: 11= uo(f). 1- = l~(i). T= To(t). Ii. =(li. )o(f).

where mkripts F and O denote the fuel ancl oxiclimr streams. uespectivel]-. Note t hat.

in the present formulation of finite nozzle spacing, both axial and radial velocity call I)e

independently prescribed at the boundary. a]though 1- = O is the most commou choice

for practical cases. Obviously. when the bounclary temperatures are varied. the density

and pressure must be adjusted to satisfy the equation of state. Similarly. when species

mass fractions are varied. it must he clone so while satisfying the ecluation of state and

mass conservation. ~ l’~. = 1. Therefore. Ivhen the mass fraction of a species is varied,

allot her species (usually an inert species) in the same side of the bounclary is also chosen

to compensate for the variation of the species. ‘To avoicl excessive complexity- in prescribing

boundary conditions. the present code is set up such that only one variable. i. c. temperature

or one specific species. can be ~-ariecl in time at each boundar~-.

Frolll a mathematical stanclpoint. Eqs. (:3) - (6) and (S) after spatial cliscretizatioll are

vie~red as a system of clifferent ial-algebraic equations ~vith a solution vector [u~. 1j. ~,. ( 1~.),,. .\J]~.

Jvhere the subscript j denotes gricl points t.llat range from 1 to J. In this case. ~1.,and .\j (an(l

the bounclary nocles for l‘. T ancl I ~.) constitute the algebraic variables due to the absence

of du/dt and ti.\/dtterms in the corresponding equations. These clependent variables can

be groupecl into three clifferent kinds of solution vectors as follo~vs:

then the D.~E system of the present problem can be written as:

(13)

~ = f(x. y.z)

o = g(x. y)

o = h(y).

(l-1)



Ecluation (14) reveals the distinction between the two algebraic variables. y ancl z. In

this problem, the Jacobian gY is nonsingular ancl all the entries in y are inclex- 1 \-ariables

[1, 2]. On the other hand. the variable z, which represents :\J. has an inclex higher than

two because the Jacobian llX fz becomes singular. This is clue to the fact that no explicit

ecluation can be founcl to solve for the eigenvalue, A(i): hence a boundary condition such as

u = uo (t) is used for the algebraic equation O = 11(y). Consequently. numerical int egrat ion

of the high-inclex system. Eqs. (3) - (6) ancl (S), encounters difficulties for stiff problems since

DASPK is an index-l solver. In OPUS. these difficulties are alleviated by the modification

of the formulation as described in the next section.

-- 7 ~ ;,>.- ,: ,;, ,. ,3 .,’.? ..-. ,,.
--,-. ~“-



COMPRESSIBLE-FLOW FORMULATION WITH INDEX RE-
DUCTION

\Iat hemat icall;-. the system has higher index because .\ and u are not closel!- couplecl as

a result of the bounclary layer approximation. Physically-. the stiffness prol)lem call he

interpreted as fast transients associated with rapid gas-dynamic response. which cannot he

proper]y captured with complete elimination of the hydrodynamic pressure fronl the s~.st en].

That is. some spat ial pressure clist.ribut ion must be considered in adclition to the indirect

pressure effect represented lJJ- the eigenvalue. .1. These olxservations suggest that more direct

coupling het~veen .1 ancl {~can be achie~:ed by relaxing the bounclary layer approximation

and re-int reducing the pressure component. Similarity assumption is still Ileeded. however.

to retain olle-[lil~lel~siollal formulation. Therefore. the pressure expression is mo(lified as:

such that p is introduce] as an additional dependent variable. Tvhere p/p~ = 0(.\la2). Tl)c

axial momentum equation is also retrieved to solve for the additional ~-ariable. By differen-

tiating thee quation of state.

(16)

ancl substituting the dp/di term in the continuity equation (:3) of the illcollll>ressil~le-[lolV

formulation. the conservation equations can be rewritten as [7]:

● \Iass continuity:

● .\xial momentum:

. Radial momentum:

. Energj- conser~-at,ion:

(17)

(18)
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● Species conservation:

In this new formulation, u at the interior nocles (j = 2. “ o“ ..J– 1) are changed tocliffer-

entia] variables. Furthermore. the boundary condition u = U. is now used in the .JJ-th node

of the axial momentum equation, ancl the high-index algebraic ecluation for .1 is replacecl

by another condition. Since the pressure, p. is introduced as a new dependent ~ariable. a

pressure boundary condition is also required. Wlile there is no unique way to iclent ify a

physical boundary condition, we adopt a Bernoulli’s equation at the nozzle exit at .r = L.

Note that, if 13q. (22) is used as the algebraic equation for A, differentiating it twice yields a

differential equation form for A, recognizing the relation between ,1 and p via Eqs. ( 17) and

(19). Therefore, the index of A is reduced to 2. Further index reduction can be achimed by

a simple substitution
dp

(it
— = A(f)

with any arbitrary initial condition for d. since only do/cltappears in the system of actuations.

In summary, Eels. ( 17) - (21) have become an index-1 system through the following

procedure: the algebraic equation (22) can be differentiated once with respect to f to yield

an ecluation for 31~’/dt, which is further substituted by do/dt via the radial momentum

ecluat ion.

11



NUMERICAL METHODS

Xumerical int egrat ion of the inclex-1 DAE system, Eqs. ( 17) - (21). is performed using

I) ASPK. Since D.ASPK requires that the initial condition must satisfy all the equatio]ls in

the D.+E system. a fully converged st eacly solution fielcl is used as the initial condition. l)ue

to the modified gricl structure as clescribed in the following. a modified version of OPPDIF.

called OPPS’T. is used to obtain the initial condition.

To [it the modified formulation. OPliS emplo~-s a staggered gricl system as show]) in Fig.

2. The grid stencil and bounclary conditions for individual clepenclent variables are shown

in separate columns. .$11 clepenclent variables are represented at the control-~olume center

nodes. except the axial velocity which is represent,ecl at the control-volume faces. The grid

indices are shown on the left and the face indices on the right. ‘The right-facing protul~era]lce

on the stencils indicates where the time derivative is eraluatecl. For the l~ress~lre-eigellvi~llle

equation them is no time clerivat ive. hence indicated l]y an unfillecl protuberance.

Spat ial discret izat ion uses finite differencing for non-uniform gricl system. For the species.

energl-. and raclial monlentum equations. a seconcl-orcler central clifferencing is used for dif-

fusi~-e terms. and either first-order upwind or second-order central clifferencing is used Ior

the convect ire terms. by choosing the kel-word WDIF or CDIF. respect ivel~-. as ~~as done ill

OPPI)IF [:3]. The cent inuity ecluat ion is spatially first orcler. using a central cliflerence fomlu-

lation with u at tile cell surfaces. The axial momentum equation is second order in Ye]ocitJ-

and first order in pressure. utilizing the staggerecl-grid s~-stem.

Became the cent ral clifferencing on the continuity ecluation is only neutrally stable. all

artificial damping term is introduced to maintain numerical stability. A fi~st-order danll)illg

term of the form o(&)(d2p/d.r2) is aclcled in the continuit:- ecluation. where a sufficiently

small value for 0 is used to ensure that the solution is not affected. From our exlwrience.

o X 10–3 appears to he acceptable without noticeal>ly affecting the final solution.



x=(): y~=(yf)= T=TF U=UF

Figure 2: Schematic of the grid configuration using a finite-volume. sta,ggerecl-gricl spatial-

difference stencil.
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INSTRUCTION FOR RUNNING OPUS

The current version of OPLTS requires subroutines from the C’heml<in-11 [1O]. Transport [11].

and DA S1>Ii [.5] software packages. In addition. a steady solution obtained from OPPST is

required as the initial field: OP1~S only allows restart mode from a ft~ll~--collvt’rgt’cl solut io[l.

OPPST is a modified ~ersion of OPPDIF to be compatil~le with the new cliscretization scllrlne

of OP1-S. It also pro~icles an option for zonal mesh refinement in order to capt urr the flanle

mo~-ement during the unsteady calculation. As ~vith OPPIIIF. OPPST also requires tile

T\~opnt [4] package. ‘The calculation procedure is described as follows:

1. Execute the (’hemkin interpreter. which rea.cls the ~eaction mechanism and t lle tller-

mod} -namic database. and writes the ~’hemliin link file.

2. Execute the transport interpreter, Ivhich reacls the {’hemliin link file and the transport

database. and writes the transport link file.

:3. Compile

4. Execute

file. and

and link OPPST with the (themliin. Transport, and Twopnt libraries.

OPPST. which reacls the (’hemkin and Transport linli files and a text input

writ es both text and I]ina.ry output files.

.5. ~’ompile and link OPITS with the [’hemkin. Transport and DASPK lil~raries.

6. Execute OP(-S. which reach the Chemkin and Transport link files. a stead~- solut ion

field and a text input file. and writes l>otll text and binary output files.

Figure :1 illustrates the relationships l>et~reen the routines and files. Sharp-edged rect -

angles represent executable programs. and round-eclged rectangles denote files. TIIe a rro~~s

indicate the input /out put direct ion. while the lines wit hollt arrows inlpl~- links lx+ ween the

execut al]le files. The following are further renmrks on various elements of the package:

( ‘hemliin and ‘Trans])ort PackaKe

The first step is to execute the Chemkin interpreter ( them.exe). which reads a user-

supplied react ion mechanism Ivit h element. species ancl reaction constant information (clleIl].iIl]) ).

The tller]]loclj-llal]lic properties of the species are also extracted from the clatal]ase (t berm.dat ).

.311 this information is stored in the Chend;in lidi file (them.bin). The ‘Transport interpreter

(t ran.ese) reads the C’hemliin lillli file and the transport clatdase (tran.dat ) and crest es the

Transport lillli file (tran.bin). Both them.hin and t.ran.hin must l~e read by OP1)ST or OPITS

lvhen the!- start mecut ion. AIore cletails are documented in the (’hemliin [10] and TranspOrt

l)ackage[11] manuals.

1-1



t t

Chemkin Interpreter

+ (them.exe)

Text output
(them.out)

Chemkin link file
(them.bin)

1

- k

Twopnt library Chemkin library
(twopnt) (cklib)

+

+ (..n.ex.)

Transport fitting code I
E5El 6Transport link file

(tran.bin)

DAE solver Transport library
(DASPK) (tranlib)

!---------

7

OPPST
~

OPUS
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\ /

PostOpus
4 post.bin

T

b >

Results

x

Figure 3: Schematic of OPITS execution flow
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Input and Output

In addition to the Chemkin and Transport link files, both OPPST and OPITS require a

separate text input file (called oppst. inp and opus. inp. respectively) in which various options

and parametric conditions are specified. These files are written using a key~vord forll]at as

described in the next section.

Both OPPST and 0P17S write a text output displaying a summary of execut ion progress.

The amount of’ information in the t ext output varies clepencling on the setting for the key~vorcl

PRNT (see the next section).

OPPST ~vrit es t~vo types of binary files. The Save file (save. bin ) contains the last success-

ful solution field. and the Reco~er file (recov. bin ) contains the latest unsuccessful solution

field for restart purpose. T’he clifference between the Sal-e and Recover files is that t I]e Re-

cover file is upclatecl Ly oppsrr during iteration. whereas the Save file is only written Ivllell

a converged st eacly-st at e solution is obtained. Both Save and Reco\-er files are \vritt en ill the

following Fort ran format:

WRITE (LSAVE) ‘ SOLUT1ONJ

WRITE (LSAVE) NATJ, JJ, P

WRITE (LSAVE) VFUEL , VOXID

WRITE (LSAVE) ( X(J), J = 1, JJ )

WRITE (LSAVE) ( ( s(N, J), N = 1, NATJ), J = 1, JJ )

OPI-S writes a binar]- file. opsav.bin. containing the collection of’ solution [ields ill a given

interval and increment. It is written in the following Fort r-an format:

WRITE (LSAVE) ‘uNsTEADY’

WRITE (LSAVE) TI14E

WRITE (LSAVE) NATJ, JJ, P

WRITE (LSAVE) VFUEL, VOXID

WRITE (LSAVE) ( x(J), J = 1, JJ )

WRITE (LSAVE) ( ( s(N, J), N = I, NATJ), J = 1, JJ )

Astimeintegration is not an iterative procedure. OP1iScloes not writes Recover-file.

Grid Refinement

OP1-Sruns in restart lllocle only. allclreclLlires aflllly-collvergecl steacly solllti(J1l olJtai1lecl

from OPPST. Furthermore. 0P17S does not provide any grid adaptation during time inte-

gra~ioll. allcl tile gricl strllctllre ~lsecl ill t]le steac{~- solution is directl~- used. The USC~ sho(Il(l

ha~-e an a priori knowledge of the solution response. C.J. the spatial range 0[ tile (Ialne

16



movement, and accommodate it in the grid refinement while obtaining the steady solution,

as described in the following.

First, a grid redistribution l>y a weighting function is made using the keyworcl JJRG. In

its clefault form, temperature is usecl as the gauge variable ancl the grid redistribution uses

a t ransforma.tion from the physical coordinate .r to a new coorclinat e )].

zl’r(.r.n=c
(11) ‘

with the weighting function

W(.r,T’) = 1 + b~

,

cZT d2T
~ +b2—, &r2 “

The constant C’ is defined by the integration over the entire domain:

~,llere fir is the total llunlber of grid points. Integrating over a portion Of the domain gives

an expression for the locations

The new grid locations. r, are

in the q-coordinate space:

~ or W’(.r. T)d.r.?)=l+A
/

(yj)

obt ainecl by interpolation between the computed values of q

clefinecl using the old mesh, onto a uniform mesh in the q-space. Since dq is constant on this

uniform mesh, the solution to Eq. (24) states that II’’(. T.T) “.r is constant. so that the nelv

values of r are concentrated where the weighting function is large.

As an example,

JJRG 20

PCAD 0.6

RGTC 1.0

the following set of keywords can be input at restart:

This secluence creates a new solution fielcl mapped onto 20 points. of which 60 percent

is clevotecl to resolving gradients, with equal weighting of gradient and curvature in the

temperature profile. From experience. the RGTC value of greater than 1 is reconlmenclecl.

Depencling on the resolution of the existing solution. PCAD shoulcl be in the nei@borhoocl of

()..5. Note that PCAD eclual to zero generates a uniform mesh.

In addition to the above gricl reclistribution. OPPST provicles the further gricl refinement

option. If the initial steacly solution has a relatively- smooth temperature profile, but a large

graclient is expectecl later in time (such as in an ignition problem). a clummy temperature

profile can be prescril>ecl by the following l<eyworcls, in addition to thf abo M LYywords:

17
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lvhich sets a temporary temperature profile of the form:

T(.r)=ex])[--l(~)2]. (2s)

tvhich is a ~;aussian shape with a width of oz. centered at .r = al. The gricl refinell~ellt

is then performed basecl on this temperature profile. IVote that the artificial temperature

profde created bythe NURG option is used tellll>orarilyf ortlle purposeof thegricl refinement

Onll-. and does not replace the actual tellll>erat.llrefielcl read from the restart file.

For the unsteady problems with react ion zones fluctuating in space. it is necessary to

extend the fine gricl sizes to a broader range in .r. For this purpose. O PI ‘S provides t llc

following option. After a steacly solution is con~:ergecl with full grid adaptation to the degree

specified by GRADand CURV (see the next section for their detailed clescript ion). t l~e follotrillg

l<ey~vorcl is used on restart:

USWD al (!?

The code then identifies the minimum grid inten-al and its location. .v,,,. and sul)sequellt ly

crest es a uniform gricl points with the minimum size within the band —a 1 . 02 < .r — r,,, <

al( 1 — a2 ). That is. al is the band ~vidt,ll and [{2 is the ~~eighting of the band in each side 01

.r ,,, .

I ‘ser-Supplied Program

Bot 11 OPPST and OPtTS are ~vritten as a subroutine for which the user must write a

slllall ‘.clriver.- program that allocates the working array. opens input/output files. and calls

the suhrout inc. .in example of the driver programs are includecl in the esecut ion shell script

files shown in the Examples section.

To use OPL-S. the user must provide a sul)routine bcf un. f in ~vllicll tile clesirecl unst eadj’

I>ounclary conclit ions are specified as a function fornlat. ‘The follo}ving l>ounclarj conditions

are availal>le in tile softn-are clistril~ution as sllo~vn in t.lle Exanlples section:

FO-VBC. FL-VBC: prescribe /[F(f) ancl U.(f). respectively. See keyword VBCT.

FO-TBC. FL-TBC: prescribe TF(t ) ant{ To(f). respect ivel~-. See keyworcl TBCT.

FO-FBC. FL-OBC: prescribe (~ ~.)F(f ) ancl (1 ~.)~(1 ). respect i~el~. See kejm’ord FBCT,

FBCS, OBCT, and OBCS.



INPUT KEYWORDS

Both OPPST and OPITS read input in a keyword format. On each line of the text input file.

the keyword must appear first. Some keywords recluire only the keyword itself, ~vhi le others

neecl additional infornlation followed by the keyword. Some keyworcls have default values

as indicated in the detailed description. Some keywords can be changecl in continuation

or restart runs; otherwise, they retain their previous values. Keywords may appear in any

order. The following syntax rules apply for the keyworcl input:

1. The first four columns of the line are reservecl for the keyword. which must begin i11

the first column.

2. Any further input associated with the keyword can appear anywhere in columns .3

through so.

3. When more than one piece of information is requirecl. the orcler in which the information

appears is important, and the pieces are clelimitecl by one or more blank spaces.

4. Numbers may be stated in either integer. floating point or E format. The program

converts the numbers to the proper type. including con~’ersion to double precision if

the variable is declared double precision in the code.

5. Species names must appear exactly as they are specified in the Chemliin input.

6. If more information is input than recluired. then the last read inputs are used. For

example, if cent raclictory keywords are encountered. the last one reacl is taken.

7. A comment line can be inserted by placing either a period (.). a slash ( / ) or an ex-

clamation marl; ( !) in the first column. Such a line is ignorecl by the cocle. but it is

echoed back in the printed output. In addition. on an~- keyword line. any input that

follows the required input and is enclosed in parentheses is taken as a comment.

8. The keyword END must be the last line.

Detailed description of ke~uvorcls and their use is given in the following. Some ke~-words

are followed by real, integer or character input, which are clenot ecl by a. n ancl c in the list.

KEYWORDS FOR OPPST

Solution Methocl Option

TGIV - Energy equation is not incluclecl. [Tser specifies a temperature profile using the TEMP

lceyw~orcl.
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ENRG - Energy ecluation is inc]uclecl.

NOFT - sl;ip t l]e fixed tenlperature prol)lem ancl inclucle t.lle energy ecjuation on the first

attenlpt.

ATOL a - .ilxsolute convergence criteria for Aielvton iteration.

Default: 1. E-9

RTOL a - Relative convergence criteria for ~;elvt.on iteration.

Default: 1. E-4

ATIM a - .’!hsolute convergence criteria for tinle stepping.

Default: 1. E-9

RTIM a - Relati~-e convergence criteria for tinle stepping.

Default: 1. E-4

TIME N a - l-unll~er of steps a.ncl tinle step for tinle stepping for the starting procedure.

Default: 50. 1. E-6

TIM2 11 a - N-unll)er of steps ancl tinle step for tinle stepping after adding tile eliergj”

equation.

Default: .50. 1. E-6

UFAC a - Tinle step increase ~vllen t inle integration proceecls ~vitbout changing the solllt ion

rapicl]y.

Default: 2.

DFAC a - ~inle step decrease ~vhen tinle integration experiences clifficulties.

Default: 2.2

DTMN a - IIininlunl allo~val>le tinle step.

Default: 1.E-10

DTMX 0- llaxinlunl allo~val>le tinle step.

Default: 1.E--1

WDIF - (~se ~vinci~varcl differencing on con~-ect, ive ternm in the equations.

Default: WDIF

CDIF - I.-SC’central differencing on convective ternls in tile actuations.

DAMP - Tile coefficient. o. usecl in t lle danlping ternl in t l~e continuity equation. Default:

WDIF



SFLR a - Floor, or minimum value for the species mass fractions.

Default: -1 .E-4

GFAC a - IIIulti ply all reaction rates by a.

Default: 1.

IRET n - Retirement period for a given time step, or number of time steps prior to increasing

the step size.

Default: 50

ISTP n - Directs T\vopnt to take n time steps before attempting the IXe\vton search for the

steacly-sta.te solution.

Default: O

NJAC n - Retirement age for the Jacobian cluring the ~e~vton search.

Default: 20

NJAC n - Retirement age for the .Jacobian cluring the time stepping.

Default: 20

MULT- Use the multicomponent formula for diffusion velocities, Eq. 10.

Default: MIX

MIX - Use the mixture-averaged formula for diffusion velocities. Eq. 11.

Default: MIX

TDIF - Inclucle thermal diffusion in the diffusion velocities.

Default: inactive

Grid Parameters

NPTS n - Plumber of initial grid points. This specification is overwritten by CJRID input.

Default: 6

GRID u - Location of an initial gricl point for manual gridding.

llnit: cm

GRAD a - Parameter that controls grid adaptation based on the first gradient in the solution.

Default: 0.1



CURV c{- Paranleter that controls gricl ac]apt.ation

ture. in tile solution.

Default: 0.5

NADP ~~- N-unlher of grid points that T~vopnt can

Default: :3

Imsecl on tile second graclicmt. or curva-

aclcl cluring each gricl refinement.

XEND cl- Pllysica] ]engt]] oftlledonmin ofcollll>~~tatioll. L.

{-nit: cm

JJRG ~~- Perform a regrid operation on tile restart solution l>rior to attenlpt, ing to solve

t lle nelv prol)lenl. l~se ~1 points for tile nelv nlesll. Tile ne}v grid is aclaptecl to t Ile

temperature profile from tile restart file or prescril]ed IJY NURGoption according to tile

~veigllting paranleters PCAD and RTGC.

Default: 40

PCAD a - specifies tile fraction of available gricl l)oints to l~e usecl for adapting t lle rnesll to

t l~e tenlperat ure profile in a regricl ol]erat.ion. Requires O S a S 1. If a is zero. tl~ell

unifornl gricls Ivill l~e proclucecl. See Previous section for cletails.

Default: 0.6

RGTC a - Specifies the ~veighting bet~veen the first and second gradients in the temperature

profile for grid adaptation. .Altllougll there is no theoretical linlit. l’alues a > 1 are

reconmlenclecl. I)ecause adapt at ion to gradient is usua]l~- nlore inlportant t Ilan to cur-

l-at ure. See previous section for (let ails.

Default: 1.

NURG a] az - ~-secl Ioget her \vit h JJRG to prescribe a tenlporar~ [;aussial~ t enl])erat ure

profile Tvitll a Ivicltll of al centerecl at .r = ~i~ for grid adaptation. See previous sect ion

for clet ails.

I-nits: cnl. cln

USWD al az - On restart. t lle code iclent ifies t lle nlininmnl nlesll size and its location. and

extencl it m-itllin tile range ((l . aj < .r < al(l — az). Rec]uires O ~ 02 < 1. {-nils: en].

none

Bounclarj- (’onclitions and Physical Parameters

VFUE a - .Axial velocity at tile fuel inlet. .r = O.

(-nit: cnl/s

?J



VOXI a - Axial velocity at the oxidizer inlet. r = XEND.

Unit: cm/s

AFUE u - Radial

Unit: cm/s

Default: O.

AOXI u - Radial

lJnit: cm/s

Default: O.

velocity gradient. 1-. at the fuel inlet,. .r = O.

velocity gradient. 1’. at the oxidizer inlet, .r = XEND.

TFUE u - Temperature at the fuel inlet. .r = O.

IInit: Kelvin

Default: 300.

TOXI a - Temperature at the oxidizer inlet. .r = XEND.

Unit: I{elvin

Default: 300.

FUEL c a - Species name. c, and moles of the species at the fuel inlet. .r = O. The mole

fractions of the species will be computed by normalizing with the sum of the input

moles, so the absolute magnit ucle of the input quantities are unirnport ant.

~lnit: moles or mole fraction

Default: Zero for unspecified species. At least one species input is recluirecl. however.

OXID c a - Species name, c, and moles of the species at the oxiclizer inlet. .r = XEND. The

mole fractions of the species will be computed by normalizing with the sum of the

input moles, so the absolute magnitude of the input cluantities are unimportant.

IJnit: moles or mole fraction

Default: Zero for unspecified species. At least one species input is required, however.

PRES u - The initial pressure of the gas mixture.

tJnit: atmospheres

Default: 1.

Initialization and 1/0

RSTR - Read a solution from the restart file.

SKIP n - On restart, skip ?2 solution fields ancl reacl n + l-th fielcl from the restart file.

,....



LINE- Linear profile used to set up initial solution.

Default: PLAT

PLAT - Plateau profile used to set up initial solution

Default: PLAT

XCEN a - (’enter of

PLAT options.

[-nit: cnl

WMIX a - \\-icltll of

PLAT options.

(“nit: clu

the nlising region usecl in defining the initial profile with the LINE or

the nlixiug region used in defining the initial profile ~vit h the LINE or

TMAX 0- l~axinlunl tenlperat ure for the initial tenlperat ure profile ~vith the LINE or PLAT

opt ious.

(’nit: Iiel\-in

Default: WOO.

PROD c o - species name. c. ancl moles of the species

initial profiles using the LINE or PLAT keyworck.

in tile proclucts. to lx used in t Ile

The mole fractions of the species

\vill be computecl by normalizing with the sum of the input moles. so the absolllte

magnitude of the input quantities are unimportant.

(’nit: moles or mole fraction

Default: Zero for unspecified species.

TEMP al [(2 - Specifies initial temperature profile in pairs of gricl location and temperature.

(r. T).

(-nit: cnl. I{elvin

USTG - On a restart. use t l]e given t enlperature profile insteacl of tile t ernperat ure solllt ion

from tile restart file.

PRINT ~~- Integer controls t lle level of printing aucl cliagnost ics from ~-~vopnt. ~~= 0, 1.

and ? pro~-icle increasing anlount of output.

KOUT C1. cz . . . . - Species nanles for text output.

Default: .411 species printecl.

DELS - .4rc-]engt h cent inuat ion parameter. ~,$. See Iiee Ft al. [S] for cletailecl descript ion.

CNTN - (’ont inuat ion run ~vill follon_.



END - This keyword must appear at the encl of’ the input data.

KEYWORDS FOR OPUS

*Note: “Check consistency” means that this keyword setting must be consistent with that

used for the initial field obtained by- OPPST.

Solution hlethod Option

TGIV - Energy equation is not included. (Tser specifies a temperature profile using the TEMP

lieyworcl.

ENRG - Energy equation is incluclecl.

ATOL a - Absolute convergence criteria for DASPIi.

Default: 1. E-9

RTOL a - Relative convergence criteria for DASPIi.

Default: 1. E-4

WDIF - lJse windward differencing on convective terms in the equations. (’heck consistency.

Default: WDIF

CDIF - lJse central clifferencing on convective terms in the actuations. (’heck consistency.

DAMP - Tile coefficient, o, used in tile clamping term in tile c-ontinuity ecluation. [’hecli

consistency. Default: WDIF

SFLR a - Floor, or minimum value for tile species mass fractions.

Default: -1 .E-4

GFAC a - h/Iultiply all reaction rates by a.

Default: 1.

TEND - Final time of integration,

IJnit: seconcls

DT - Time step for saving solution for both text and binary outputs.

Unit: seconds



SVNT c a - .-’in output option. In adclition to sal-ing solution fields at every DT. intermec{iate

fields are sal-ed when the spatial maximum value for the variable specified hy the

character string c changes by more than a comparecl to the last time at Tvhich the

solution \vas sa~’ed. ‘The input c must be a variable that has a spatial maximum. such

as temperature or minor species. H c is a species. then the the unit for a is the mole

fraction. If c = T or unassigned. then temperatures monitored ancl the unit for [( is

Iiel]-in.

Default: inactive

MORD - IIaximum orcler of integration usecl in D.ASPI{. X1ust I>e l~et~veell 1 ancl .5. see

D.-4SP1{ manual [.5] for cletails.

Default: .5

HO - Initial time step size for D.4SPIi. ~.~seful if the DAE system suffers from severe scaling

difficulties on the first time step. The problem can be alleviated by specifying tile step

size if the user have a prior knowledge shout the scaling of the prohlenl.

Default: O.

l-ranmort Ol)t ions

MULT - {-se the lll{~lticol~l~>ol~ellt formula for c\iffusion velocities. Eel. 10. (’heck consistelicy.

Default: MIX

MIX - [-se the mixt ure-averagecl formula for diffusion velocities. EC]. 11. ( ‘heck consistence-.

Default: MIX

TDIF - Inclucle thermal cliffusion in the diffusion velocities. Check consist enc~..

Default: inactive

~{rid Parameters

XEND 0- Physical length of the clomain of comput at ion. L. Check consistence-.

~-nit: cm

Initial Boundar:- (’onclitions ancl Physical Parameters

VFUE a - Initial axial velocity at the fuel inlet. .r = O. Check consistence-.

l-nit: cnl/s



VOXI a - Initial axial velocity at the oxidizer inlet, :r = XEND. Check consistency.

I_Jnit: cm/s

AFUE a - Raclial velocity gradient, l‘. at the fuel inlet. .r = O. C’hecli consistency.

Iinit: cm/s

Default: O.

AOXI a - Radial velocity gradient, I”, at the oxidizer inlet, .r = XEND. {’heck consistency

lJnit: cm/s

Default: O.

TFUE u - Initial temperature at the fuel inlet, T = O. Checli consistency.

IJnit: Iielvin

Default: 300.

TOXI a - Initial temperature at the oxidizer inlet. .r = XEND. Check consistency.

lJnit: Iielvin

Default: 300.

FUEL c a - Species name. c, and moles of the species at the fuel inlet. .r = O. as the initial

conclition. The mole fractions of the species \vill l>e computed lIY normalizing ~vith

the sum of the input moles, so the al>solute magnitude of the input cluantities are

unimportant. ~heck consistency.

~lnit: moles or mole fraction

Default: Zero for unspeciilecl species. At least one species input is requirecl, how-ever.

OXID c a - Species name. c, and moles of the species at the oxiclizer inlet. .r = XEND. as the

initial conclition. The mole fractions of the species ~vill l>e computed by normalizing

~,ith the sum of the input nloles. so the al>solute magnitude of the input cluantities are

unimportant. Check consistency.

LJnit: moles or mole fraction

Default: Zero for unspecified species. At least one species input is required. however.

PRES a - The initial pressure of the gas mixture. Checli consistency.

~Jnit: atmospheres

Default: 1.

Time-dependent Boundary Conditions

VBCT al (12 U3 - lJnsteacly l>ounclary condition for the axial velocity. u~(t ) = VFUE x

FO_VBC(t, al, a2, a3) and uo(t) = VOXI x FL-VBC(t. al. az. a3). Specific functional form is

,.,.



customized in the subroutine bcfun. f using three parameters a], a2 and a3. N-ote that

the three parameters are sharecl bj- the two boundaq- functions, FO_VBC ancl FL_VBC.

TBCT al a2 a3 - (-nst cad:- boundary condition for the temperature. l’r( I ) = TFUEX FO_TBC( 1.

and ~o(f ) = TOXI x FL_TBC(i. al. C(2.a3). s]~ecific functional form is customized i]] tile

suhrout ine bcfun. f using three parameters al. a2 al]cl (/3. h-ote that tile t hwe lJaralll-

eters are shared bj- the t~vo houndarj- functions. FO_TBC ancl FL_TBC.

FBCT al a2 a3 - I:nsteady hounclary condition for the fuel at .r = O. (] jJF(f) = FUEL(1) x

FO-FBC(t. al. a2. a:3) specific functions

using three parameters al. a2 and a3.

keyword FBCS.

form is customized in the subroutine bcfun. f

The time-~-arying species 1~. is specified bj- tllc

FBCS c1 C2 - species to he I-aried hy the unsteaclj- boundary condition FBCT. Note that c1

is (he species to be variecl. and c~ is a second inert sljecies to compensate t lle variat ion

IJ:” c1 in order to sat isfj- the conservation of’ mass.

OBCT al (Ij ([3 - ITn.steacly I>ounclary condition for the oxidizer at J“ = L. ( I ~.)0 ( t ) =

OXID(~s) x FO_OBC(i. o]. a2. a3) Specific functional form is customized in the suhrou-

tine bcf un. f using three parameters al. a2 and a3. The tin~e-vaq’ing species 1 ~. is

specified h:- the kej-worcl OBCS.

OBCS c1 C2 - Species to he I-aried ]>y the unst.eacly boundary condition OBCT. Note t hat c1

is the species to he variecl. and C2 is a seconcl inert species to compensate tile variat ion

bj- c1 in order to satisfy the conservation of mass.

Initialization and 1/0

RSTR - Read a solution from tl~e restart file. Llust be active for all OP(’S runs.

SKIP ~~- On restart. skip n solution fielcls ancl read )1 + l-tll field from tile restart filr.

PRINT H - Integer controls the level of printing

and 2 pro~-icle increasing amount of output.

KOUT CI. C2. -.. - Species names for text output.

Default: .411 species printed.

DELS - .+rc-lengt h cent inuat ion parameter. _l.5’.

CNTN - ~’ontinuat ion rLm Ivil] follow.

END - This lq-wod must appear at the end of

p~

an(l (liagnost ics from T\vopnt. n = O. 1.

See I{ee 61 al. [s] for detailed descript ion.

he input data.



APPLICATION EXAMPLE

The application example described in this section is for a diffusion flame in a hyclrogen-air

SyStenl. FirSt, a steady diffusion flanle is solved for the bollnda.r~’ conditions of IIF = 11(J = 100

cm/see, TF = TO = 3001{, and the species boundary conditions are .l-H2 = 0.5. .\”.YJ = 0..5 at

.r = () and .Y02 = ().Z1, .%-iv, = 0.79 at .~ = L. Pressure p. is assignecl a constant value of 1

atm. Once the steacly condition is obtainecl with OPPST. the unsteaclj- solution is computecl

using the tirne-clepenclent bounclary condition for the axial velocity:

u~(t) = ‘uO(t)= 100 x [1+ .4{1 – cos(2r.fi)}]. (29)

such that the velocity varies from 100 cn2/sec to ( 100+? -4) cm/see, at a frequency of j Hz.

In this test run, A = 0.1 and j’ = 100 Hz.

The following set of source codes and data files are neeclecl:

● Cheml;in source codes: ckinterp. f cklib. f

● Transport source codes: tranf it . f tranlib. f

● Softvvare packages: twopnt. f ddaspk. f

● Application codes: oppst .f driver .f opus .f opdriv. f

● DASPI< utility codes: daux. f dlinpk. f mpi.dummy. f adf -dummy. f

● other utility codes: eqlib. f st anlib. f math. f dmach. f cput im. f

● Data files: them. inp therm. dat tran. dat oppst. inp opus. inp

Self-contained execution shell script for steady (oppst.sh) ancl unsteady (opus.sh) prob-

lems are also shown in this section. The execution secluence will be as follows:

1. Execute steady code using the shell script oppst .s11.

~. Rename the binary- file save. bin to rest.bin.

3. Execute unsteady code using the shell script opus.sh.



Example Input, to C’hemkin Interpreter: them.inp [12]

ELEMENTS

HCIN

END

SPECIES

H2 02 0 OH H20 H H02 H202 N2

END

REACTIONS

H+02=o+oH 1.915E+14 0.00 1.644E+04

0+H2=H+OH 5.080E+04 2.67 6.290E+03

H2+OH=H20+H 2.160E+08 1.51 3.430E+03

OH+OH=O+H20 1.230E+04 2.62 -1.880E+03

H2+M=H+H+M 4.577E+19 -1.40 1.044E+05

H2/2.5/ H20/12/

0+o+M=02+M 6.165E+15 -0.50 0.000E+OO

H2/2.5/ H20/12/

O+H+M=OH+M4.714E+18 -1.00 0.000E+OO

H2/2.5/ H20/12/

H+oH+M=H2c)+M 2.240E+22 -2.00 0.000E+OO

H2/2.5/ H20/6.3/

H+02+M=H02+M 6.170E+19 -1.42 0.000E+OO

H2/2.5/ H20/12/

H02+H=H2+02 6.630E+13 0.00 2.130E+03

H02+H=OH+OH 1.690E+14 0.00 8.740E+02

H02+O=02+OH 1.81OE+I3 0.00 -4.000E+02

H02+OH=H20+02 1.450E+16 -1.00 0.000E+OO

H02+H02=H202+02 3.020E+12 0.00 1.390E+03

H202+M=OH+OH+M 1.202E+17 0.00 4.550E+04

H2/2.5/ H20/12/

H202+H=H20+OH 1.000E+13 0.00 3.590E+03

H202+H=H02+H2 4.820E+13 0.00 7.950E+03

H202+O=OH+H02 9.550E+06 2.00 3.970E+03

H202+OH=H02+H20 7.000E+12 0.00 1.430E+03

END

:30



Example OPPST Input: oppst.inp

MIX

ENRG

DAMP 0.005

AFUE O

AOXI O

VFUE 100

VOXI 100

TFUE 300

TOXI 300

TMAX 2100

NPTS 20

XEND 1.0

XCEN 0.5

WMIX 0.3

PRES 1.0

IRET 20

UFAC 2.

PRNT 1

TIME 200 1. E-6

TIM2 200 1. E-6

DTMX 1. E-2

GRAD 0.1

CURV 0.5

FUEL H2 0.5

FUEL N2 0.5

OXID 02 0.21

OXID N2 0.79

PROD H20 0.075

PROD N2 0.925

KOUT H2 02 H20 O H OH

RTOL 1.E-9

ATOL 1.E-11

ATIM 1.E-6

RTIM 1.E-3

END

:31
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13xample OP1~S Input,: opus.inp

RSTR

MIX

ENRG

DAMP 0.005

AFUE O

AOXI O

VFUE 100

VOXI 100

TFUE 300

TOXI 300

XEND 1.0

PRES 1.0

TEND 0.05

DT 0.0005

MORD 5

VBCT 0.1 100.0 0.0

FUEL H2 0.5

FUEL N2 0.5

OXID 02 0.21

OXID N2 0.79

KOUT H2 02 H20 O H OH

RTOL 1.E-4

ATOL 1.E-11

SVNT T 100.

END



Example driver program for OPPST: driver. f

PROGRAM DRIVER

C**** *precision > double

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION

C*****END precision > double

C*****precision > single

c IMPLICIT REAL (A-H, O-Z),

C*****END precision > single

(A-H, O-Z) , INTEGER (I-N)

INTEGER (I-N)

c

PARAMETER

1

2

DIMENSION

(LENRWK=4000000, LENIwK=20000, LENLWK=500, LENCWK=IOO,

LIN=5, LOUT=6, LINKCK=25, LINKMC=35, LRIN=14,

LROUT=15, LRCRVR=16)

RWORK(LENRWK), IWORK(LENIWK), LWORK(LENLWK)

CHARACTER*I6 CWORK(LENCWK)

c

NMAX = 400

c

OPEN (LINKCK, FORM=’UNFORMATTED’, STATUS=’UNKNOWN’,

1 FILE=’them.bin’ )

OPEN (LINKMC, FORM=’UNFORMATTED’, STATUS=’UNKNOWN’,

1 FILE=’tran.bin’)

OPEN (LRCRVR, FORM=’UNFORMATTEDJ, STATUS=’UNKNOWN’,

1 FILE=’recov.bin’)

OPEN (LROUT, FORM=’UNFORMATTEDJ, STATUS=’UNKNOWN’,

i FILE=’save.bi.n’ )

OPEN (LRIN, FORM=’UNFORMATTED’, STATUS=’UNKNOWN’,

1 FILE=’rest.bi.n’ )

CALL OPPDIF (NMAX, LIN, LOUT, LINKCK, LINKMC, LRIN, LROUT,

1 LRCRVR, LENLWK, LWORK, LENIWK, IWORK,

2 LENRWK, RWORK, LENCWK, CWORK)

c

STOP

END
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Example clriver program for OP1iS: opdriv. f

PROGRAMDRIVER

c

C**** *precision > double

IMPLICIT DOUBLE PRECISION (A-H, o-z), INTEGER (I-N)

C*****END precision > double

C*****precision > single

c IMPLICIT REAL (A-H, o-z), INTEGER (I-N)

C*****END precision > single

c

pARAMETER (LENRwK=7000000, LENIwK=35000, LENLwK=200, LENcwK=200,

1 LIN=5, LOUT=6, LINKCK=25, LINKMC=35, LREST=14,

2 LSAVE=15, LRCRVR=16)

DIMENSION RWORK(LENRWK), IWORK(LENIWK), LWORK(LENLWK)

CHARACTER*16 CWORK(LENCWK)

c

NMAX= 601

c

omv (LINKCK, FORM=’UNFORMATTED’, STATUS=’UNKNOWN’,

1 FILE=’them.bin’ )

opEN (LINKMc, FORM=’UNFORMATTEDJ, STATUS=’UNKNOWNJ,

1 FILE=’tran.bin’)

opEN (LRCRVR, FORM=’UNFORMATTED’, STATUS=’UNKNOWN’,

1 FILE=’oprec.bin’)

opEN (LSAVE, FORM=’UNFORMATTEDJ, STATUS=’UNKNOWN’,

1 FILE=’opsav.bin’)

opm (LREST, FORM=’UNFORMATTED’, STATUS=’UNKNOWN’,

1 FILE=’rest.bin’ )

CALL OPUS (NMAX, LIN, LOUT, LINKCK, LINKMC, LREST, LSAVE,

1 LRCRVR, LENLWK, LWORK, LENIWK, IWORK,

2 LENRWK, RWORK, LENCWK, CWORK)

c

STOP

END
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Example execution shell script for OPPST: oppst.sh

cat << EOF > makefile

#*****compiler > sun, sgi

FFLAGS = -static -02

F77 = f77 -static -02 -c

LINK = f77 -o

MACH = dmach. o

#*****END compiler > sun, sgi

HOMDIR = .

BINDIR = $ (HOMDIR) /bin/

SRCDIR= $(HOMDIR)/sources/

OBJDIR = $(HOMDIR)/objects/

OBJS = $(OBJDIR)driver.o $(OBJDIR)oppst.o $(OBJDIR)eqlib.o

$(OBJDIR)stanli-b.o $(OBJDIR)cklib.o $(OBJDIR)tranlib.o

$ (OBJDIR)twopnt. 0$ (OBJDIR) cputim. 0$ (OBJDIR)math. 0$ (OBJDIR) $( MACH)

them.exe : $(OBJDIR)ckinterp .O

$(LINK) them.exe $(OBJDIR)ckinterp.o

tran.exe : $(OBJDIR)tranfit.o $(OBJDIR)cklib.o $(OBJDIR)math.o

$(OBJDIR)$(MACH)

$(LINK) tran.exe $(OBJDIR)tranfit.o $(OBJDIR)cklib.o

$(OBJDIR)math.o $(OBJDIR)$(MACH)

oppst.exe : $(oBJS)

$(LINK) oppst.exe $(oBJS)

$(OBJDIR)ckinterp.o: $(SRCDIR)ckinterp.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)ckinterp.f

$(OBJDIR)cklib.o: $(SRCDIR)cklib.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)cklib.f

$(OBJDIR)tranfit.o: $(SRCDIR)tranfit.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)tranfit.f
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$(OBJDIR)tranlib.o: $(SRCDIR)tranlib.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)tranlib.f

$(OBJDIR)eqlib.o: $(SRCDIR)eqlib.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)eqlib.f

$(OBJDIR)stanlib.o: $(SRCDIR)stanlib.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)stanlib.f

$(OBJDIR)math.o: $(SRCDIR)math.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)math.f

$(OBJDIR)dmach.o: $(SRCDIR)dmach.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)dmach.f

$(OBJDIR)driver.o: $(SRCDIR)driver.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)driver.f

$(OBJDIR)oppst.o: $(SRCDIR)oppst.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)oppst.f

$(OBJDIR)twopnt.o: $(SRCDIR)twopnt.f

cd $(oBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)twopnt.f

$(OBJDIR)cputim.o: $(SRCDIR)cputirn.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)cputim.f

EOF

touch makefile; make them.exe tran.exe oppst.exe

them.exe; tran.exe > tran.out; oppst.exe < oppst.inp > oppst.out

ENDSH
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Example execution shell script for OPUS: opus.sh

cat << EOF > makefile

#*****Cornpller > sun, sgi

FFLAGS = -static -02

F77 = f77 -static -02 -c

LINK = f77 ‘O

MACH = dmach. o

#*****END compiler > sun, sgi

HOMDIR = .

BINDIR = $(HOMDIR)/bin/

SRCDIR = $(HOMDIR)/sources/

OBJDIR = $(HOMDIR)/objects/

OBJS = $(OBJDIR)opdriv.o $(OBJDIR)OPUS.O $(OBJDIR)Ckllb.o

$(OBJDIR)tranlib.o $(OBJDIR)cputirn.o $(OBJDIR)ddaspk.o

$(OBJDIR)daux.o $(OBJDIR)dllnpk.o $(OBJDIR)rnpl-dummY.o

$(OBJDIR)adfxlummy.o $(OBJDIR)math.o $(OBJDIR)bcfun. o $(OBJDIR)$(MACH)

them.exe : $(OBJDIR)ckinterp.0

$(LINK) them.exe $(OBJDIR)cki.nterp.o

tran.exe : $(OBJDIR)tranfit.o $(OIIJDIR)cklib.o $(OBJDIR)rnath.o

$(OBJDIR)$(MACH)

$(LINK) tran.exe $(OBJDIR)tranfit.o $(OBJDIR)Ckllb.o

$(OBJDIR)math.o $(oBJDIR)$(MACH)

opus.exe : $(oBJS)

$(LINK) opus.exe $(OBJS)

$(OBJDIR)ckinterp.o: $(SRCDIR)ckinterp.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)Cklnterp.f

$(OBJDIR)cklib.o: $(SRCDIR)cklib-f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)cklib.f

$(OBJDIR)tranfit.o: $(SRCDIR)tranflt.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)tranfit.f



$(OBJDIR)tranlib.o: $(SRCDIR)tranlib.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)tranlib.f

$(OBJDIR)math.o: $(SRCDIR)rnath.f

cd $(oBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)math.f

$(OBJDIR)dmach.o: $(SRCDIR)dmaCh.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)dmach.f

$(OBJDIR)opdriv.o: $(SRCDIR)opdrlv.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)opdriv.f

$(OBJDIR)OpUS.0: $(sRcDIR)Opus.f

cd $(oBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)opus.f

$(OBJDIR)bcfun.o: $(SRCDIR)bcfun.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)bcfun.f

$(OBJDIR)ddaspk.o: $(SRCDIR)ddaspk.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)ddaspk.f

$(OBJDIR)daux.o: $(SRCDIR)daux.f

cd $(oBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)daux.f

$(OBJDIR)dlinpk.o: $(SRCDIR)dllnpk.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)dlinpk.f

$(OBJDIR)mpi_dummy.o: $(SRCDIR)rnpl_dummy.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)mpi_dummy.f

$(OBJDIR)adf_dummy.o: $(SRCDIR)adf_dummy.f

cd $(oBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)adf_dummy.f

$(OBJDIR)cputim.o: $(SRCDIR)cputlrn.f

cd $(OBJDIR); $(F77) $(SRCDIR)cputim.f

EOF

touch makefile; make them.exe tran.exe opus.exe

them.exe; tran.exe > tran.out; opus.exe < opus.inp > opus.out

ENDSH
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POST-PROCESSING

The post-processing programs consist of two different routines: POST (using post. f ) ancl

PROF (using prof. f ). Both programs must be linked to Chernkin libraries and requires the

Cheml<in and

or opsav. bin

POST

Transport binary files.

renamed to post.bin)

They read the binary solution fields (either save. bin

and write the text output to be used for graphics.

POST outputs the spatial maximum values for the series of solution fields contained in

post bin, thereby allowing parametric presents.t ions such as the maximum temperature YS.

scalar dissipation rate. The code requires the following text input file namecl post. in:

MFILE TFILE FREQ

1 0.0 1000.0

KOUT H2 02 H O OH H02 H202

where MFILE specifies the maximum number of steady solution fields to be reacl from post. bin

createcl by a continuation runs of OPPST, ancl TFILE specifies the latest time for the un-

steady solution fields to be read from post. bin created I>J-OPITS. FREQ is an input parameter

used only for the problems with sinusoidal oscillation. where it specifies the frecluency of inl-

posed oscillation to extract phase information. It must be consistent with the value used to

obtain the unsteady solution. Finall~-, KOUT specifies the list of species that are written in

the output. POST writes the following text output files:

post 1. tee: Basic quantities such as velocity, strain rate. maximum temperature.

etc.

post2. tee: kIaximum mole fraction of the species specified bj- KOUT.

post3. -tee: IVIaximum reaction rates for various species specified by KOUT.

PROF

PROF outputs the spatial profile information for a specific solution fielcl out of post.bin.

The cocle rec]uires the following text input file named prof.in:

MFILE TFILE FREQ

3 0.1 1000.0

KOUT H2 02 H O OH H02 H202

Where MFILE E :3 specifies tlla,t tile tllir(l solution field in tile steacl~ continuation result is

reacl (provided there exist at least 3 continuation runs). more than specifies the maximunl
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nunll>er of steacly solution fields to he ~vhile TFILE specifies that the cock reads the solution

field at the closest tin~e that exceeck the TFILE value. FREQ is an input, paranleter used

Onlj- for tile problems Jritll sinusoidal oscillation. Ivllere it specifies tile frequency of imposed

oscillation to extract p]lase inforn]ation. It nlust be consistent ~vitll the I-alue used to ol~laill

tile unsteacly solution. F’inall~. KOUT specifies the list of species that are ~vrittell ill the

out put. PROF ~vrites the text output files prof.tec. in ~vllicll the solution varial>les arr

]~rit t e]) as a function of space Jrarial>le.

Figures 4 - 7 sl]o~v the graphic results of the exanlple runs shom’n ill tile previous sect ion.

The spatial profiles for the st.eacl~- diffusion flame used as the initial condition are s11o}Y])ill

Figs. 4 and 5. Figures 6 ancl 7 sllo~v the ten~poral oscillations of various dependent ~-aria l~les.

Ivllere }.~ = 211(0(/d.r)z is the scalar dissipation rate lvllicll is represents the characteristic

flo~~ tinle scale in the diffusion flanle.
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Figure 4: Axial velocity and temperature profile for the steacly cliffusion flame obtained from

the OPPST example run described in the previous section.
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Figure 5: Profiles of mole fraction of minor species for the steacly cliff usion flame obtained

from the OPPST example run described in the pre~-ious section.
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Figure 6: Imposed axial velocity oscillation and the response of scalar dissilmtioll rate as

a function of’ time for the unsteacl~- diffusion flanle obtained fronl the OP1.TS exanlplc run

descril~ed in the pre~-ious section.
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Figure7: (:llsteacll- resl>ollse oftlleflallle tellll)eratllrea llcltllell laxilll~llllll lolefractio1l[)f11

atonl as a functiol] oftinlefor the unsteacly diffusion flanleol>tained fronl the OP[”S example

run descril~ed in the pre~ious section.
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